
SMOKE CURTAINS 

Fixed smoke curtains
Automatic smoke curtains



The trend toward large surface buildings  is 

driven by ergonomic and last but  not least 

economical reasons. Transport terminals, 

production halls and office buildings are being 

built more and more often as extensive 

complexes of buildings. However, the dangers 

associated with this development most not 

be disregarded. The safety concepts are at 

odds with modern production sequencing. 

But there is one solution that is acceptable: 

the fully automatic rollout smoke curtain.

better safety for people

damage limitation for goods

reduced SHE surface 

significant reduction of supply air surface 

no interfering with transport systems 

very simple mounting

SMOKE CURTAINS FOR MORE SAFETY 

Your benefits:

rollout curtain for separating a salesroom

rollout curtain for sealing off a corridor 

During the initial phase of a fire large halls cannot create a 

noteworthy overpressure under the roof, which is, however, 

crucially important for the effectiveness of the SHE system. 

Consequently, the ascending smoke fumes spread along 

the roof, cool and then stream back down as rolls of smoke 

in the direction of the source of the fire.

The outcome is:

The hall will be filled with smoke. People who flee are 

overcome by the inhalation of toxins. Poor sight and 

breathing difficulties usually lead to disorientation and 

panic. The work of the fire services is considerably 

hampered.



The technical publications of rules DIN 18232 and 

VdS 2098 therefore stipulate that the roof space 

should be divided by smoke curtains. The deeper the 

smoke curtain is lowered, the deeper a smoke layer 

(overpressure zone) can be formed. The required 

aerodynamically effective surface of the SHE units in 

the roof is subject to the depth of the smoke curtain.

Room-sealing smoke curtain in between two smoke sections.

A PARTNER 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY ROLLOUT CURTAINS 

No matter how well the theory is accepted, in 

reality there is often a problem with actual factory 

conditions. Crane ways or loaded forklift stackers 

do not allow modifications to the light space by 

smoke curtains. With roda smoke curtains these 

problems are a thing of the past. The well-thought 

out curtain, which is attached to girders, allows 

the whole hall area to be used during daily factory 

operation. Only in the event of a fire does the 

non-flammable curtain roll out to a preset level 

activated by a signal from the main fire prevention 

system. This prevents the mixing of the smoke 

with a large quantity of surrounding air and its 

streaming back to the source of the fire. The 

irrefutable necessity for a smoke curtain division 

is given.

Fixed smoke curtain made from glass filament fabrics at a repair shop 
of German Railways Regio. 

Fixed smoke curtain made from glass filament fabrics to separate 
individual smoke compartments at an engineering shop. 



-

-

A U = 22,5m2

AW = 15m2

A R = 1600m2

SMOKE SECTION AREAS

The calculation of a natural smoke extracting system 

according to DIN 18232 part 2 requires a certain size 

of the individual smoke section areas. The latter have 

to be ≤ 1600m² or must be divided into smoke section 

areas  (AR) of maximum 1600 m² by  smoke curtains. 

The maximum distance between the smoke curtains or 

respectively wall and smoke curtain may not exceed 

60 meters. Further subdivisions within the smoke section 

areas (f.ex. closed beams) don’t  have any influence on 

the calculation.

Rollout smoke curtains to separate a reception area. 

Extended rollout smoke curtain at a bulk storage for drugstore 
goods.

Example / Supply Air

air inlet

Rollout smoke curtains in a staircase to seal off escape and 
emergency routes. Smoke is discharged via smoke and heat 
extraction units being installed in the roof. 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW FOR SMOKE CURTAINS

Fixed smoke curtain SMOKETEX

Test certificate DIN EN 12101-1

620°C / 151min. / smoke-tight /

fire resistance classification D150

Curtain made from flexible 

polyurethane coated glass fibre 

fabrics with grey aluminium pigmentation 

Installation: ceiling-mounted

Sizes:        standard housing 80 x 80mm

Design:     maximum depth 6m, maximum 

   curtain surface 45m². Up to this size 

   one-piece without push buttons, 

   two-piece connected with push 

   buttons placed on one side or 

   multi-piece connected with push 

   buttons on both sides.

Drive:      fixed smoke curtain that cannot be 

                  changed in height by electrical or 

   mechanical drive. 

Automatic smoke curtain (RSS) 

Test certificate DIN EN 12101-1

600°C / 60min. / smoke-tight

Curtain made from glass filament fabrics, 

non-combustible DIN 4102-2 / A2 (APB)

Installation: ceiling-mounted 

   wall-mounted within the reveal

Sizes:        standard housing 205 x 251mm

   up to a layout size of 15 x 6m

   minimum size of housing 

   150 x 150mm up to 4 x 4m

Design:     free drop down, also without electric 

   power due to gravity Overlapping of 

   curtains possible

Optional:  with or without lateral guidance 

Drive:    tubular motor 24V with accumulator / or failsafe 

   tubular motor 230V, failsafe flange drive 400V 

Automatic room sealing smoke curtain (RSR)

Test certificate DIN EN 12101-1

600°C / 60min. / smoke-tight

Curtain made from glass filament fabrics, 

non-combustible DIN 4102-2 / A2 (APB)

Installation: suspended from ceiling 

                wall-mounted within the reveal

Sizes:        standard housing 205 x 25mm

                up to a layout size of 15 x 6m maximum 

               layout size on request  and after approval 

   minimum size of housing 150 x 150mm

   up to 4 x 4m

Design:     free drop down, also without 

                electric power due to gravity 

                with lateral guidance in various versions 

Drive:       tubular motor 24V with accumulator / or failsafe

                tubular motor 230V, failsafe flange drive 400V

Automatic room sealing fire protective curtain (BSV)

Test certificate DIN 4102-2; EN 1634-1

1100°C / 180min. / smoke-tight 

according to  EN 12101-1

Curtain made from glass filament fabrics 

with stainless steel, non-combustible 

DIN 4102-2 / A2 (APB)

Installation: suspended from ceiling

   ceiling-mounted

   wall-mounted

   within the reveal

Sizes:        standard housing 205 x 25mm

   up to a layout size of 15 x 6m

   maximum layout size on 

   request and after approval

   minimum size of housing 150 x 150mm up to 4 x 4m

Design:     free drop down, also without electric power due to gravity 

   with lateral guidance in various versions

Drive:       tubular motor 24V mit accumulator / or failsafe

   tubular motor 230V, failsafe flange drive 400V



HOUSING VERSIONS

Housings for RSS, RSR, BSV

Smallest housing appr. 150 x 150mm

up to a layout size of 4 x 4m

SPECIFICATION

The housing consists of galvanised sheet steel with 

the option of being RAL powder-coated on request.  

All visible aluminium parts are powder-coated on 

the base of polyester. The colour is chosen by RAL 

colour cards. All fixings and safety parts are made 

from stainless steel.

FIXING OPTIONS

Rollout curtain with recessions for the conveying systems.

ceiling-mounted wall-mounted

mounting on steel beam suspension by means of 
threaded rod

Housing for RSS, RSR, BSV

Standard housing 251 x 205mm

up to a layout size of 15 x 6m

Housing app. 300 x 300mm for

a layout size of 40 x 8m

Housing for RSS

overlapping up to a layout width 

of 4m and a height of 4m

Housing for RSS

overlapping up to a layout width 

of 15m and a height of 8m

Housing for RSS

f. ex. for layouts  with a width 

of 2 x 40m and a height of 8m,

curtains overlapping

height of housing varies subject 

to height of curtain



CONTROL
Smoke curtains are completely integrated into the 
fire protection system of the building. Fire, smoke 
or heat are detected by an annunciator.  A signal 
is sent to the fire alarm control, triggers the alarm 
in the respective zones  and activates the smoke 
curtain zone control. 
Controls can be individually adapted to the prevailing 
fire prevention concepts and various systems. Whether 
they are independently working or being a part of 
the fire alarm system our controls meet all requirements 
and are CE certified.

MS-15/17 MOTOR CONTROLLER:

The MS-15/17 motor controller is designed for centralised 
/ grouped control of fire curtains with 24V DC motors. 
Curtains are extended by gravity through releasing 
the brake. Shut-off in the top end position is effected 
via an adjustable (1-8A) current monitoring system. 

One MS-15/17 motor controller needs to be assigned 
to each motor. Under no circumstances may multiple 
motors be run connected to one MS-15/17. Due to 
the battery back-up 24V DC power supply, the controller 
can work independently of any central control room 
and remains operational even in the event of a mains 
power failure. Central triggering is via a dry contact. 

Up to 10 controllers can be triggered here in parallel. 
Any breach of the control line triggers the immediate 
deployment of every system concerned.

MS-15/17 MOTOR CONTROLLER – TECHNICAL DATA

Power supply:               230V/50Hz

Control voltage:            24V DC, switching potential 0V

Back-up battery:           2x 12V / 2.2Ah

Motor output - retracting: 24V DC / 1 - 8A

Motor output - braking: 24V DC / 0.3A

Motor circuit breaker:    Standard 8Amt, 5x20

Signal contacts:            Max. 60V / 2A

Run-time:              240s / 480s

Up/Down switch delay: 0.1s

Housing/size:           Sheet steel/211x211x100 (WxHxD)

Protection type:          Ip54

Ambient temperature:   0°C - + 70°C (min/max)

MOTORS

  24V  standard with battery back-up

  24V  failsafe (gravity-powered)

230V  failsafe

400V  flange motors for large systems

ELECTRIC ACCESSORIES FOR THE CONTROL SYSTEM

Up/Down button

Push-button in the housing 

unit yellow, grey or orange

Smoke switch

Flashlight with or 
without buzzer
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roda Licht- und Lufttechnik GmbH
Maurerstraße 2
D-30916 Isernhagen-Kirchhorst
Fon +49 5136 97737-0
Fax +49 5136 97737-20
E-Mail roda@roda.de
Web www.roda.de

roda Licht- und Lufttechnik GmbH
Kiesgräble 19
D-89129 Langenau
Fon +49 7345 9685-0
Fax +49 7345 9685-40
E-Mail info@roda.de
Web www.roda.de

WITH US 
YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY

If you would like

to know more

about us, please

just get in touch.

We will be happy

to assist you.

Sales North:

Sales South:
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